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Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-modified T cells have demon-
strated efficacy against B cell leukemias/lymphomas. However,
redirecting CAR T cells to malignant T cells is more challenging
due to product-specific cis- and trans-activation causing fratri-
cide. Other challenges include the potential for product contam-
ination and T cell aplasia. We expressed non-signaling CARs
(NSCARs) in gd T cells since donor-derived gd T cells can be
used to prevent product contamination, and NSCARs lack
signaling/activation domains, but retain antigen-specific tumor
cell-targeting capability. As a result, NSCAR targeting requires
an alternative cytotoxic mechanism, which can be achieved
through utilization ofgdT cells that possessmajor histocompat-
ibility complex (MHC)-independent cytotoxicity. We designed
twodistinctNSCARsanddemonstrated that they donot enhance
tumor-killing by ab T cells, as predicted. However, both CD5-
NSCAR- and CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells enhanced cyto-
toxicity against T and B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-
ALL and B-ALL) cell lines, respectively. CD5-NSCAR expression
ingdT cells resulted in a 60% increase in cytotoxicity of CD5-ex-
pressing T-ALL cell lines. CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells ex-
hibited a 350% increase in cytotoxicity against a CD19-express-
ing B-ALL cell line compared to the cytotoxicity of naive cells.
NSCARsmay provide a mechanism to enhance antigen-directed
anti-tumor cytotoxicity ofgdT cells through the introduction of
a high-affinity interaction while avoiding self-activation.
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INTRODUCTION
Currently, the FDA has approved the use of two chimeric antigen re-
ceptor (CAR) T cell therapies, Kymriah1 and Yescarta.2 These thera-
pies are approved to treat adult diffuse large B cell lymphoma3,4 and
Kymriah is also approved for pediatric B cell acute lymphoblastic leu-
kemia (B-ALL).5 While these therapies have been successful in treat-
ing B cell malignancies, there are additional challenges to translating
CAR therapy for the treatment of T cell malignancies. Many pre-clin-
ical studies have developed strategies to treat T cell malignancies,
including CARs targeting antigens such as CD5,6–10 CD7,11–13

CD4,14,15 and CD3.16,17 However, shared expression of these antigens
on the CAR T cells, as well as cancer cells, can result in fratricide, or
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CAR T cells killing other CAR T cells.6,9,11,17,18 Additionally, a recent
report demonstrated evidence of product contamination resulting in
clonal expansion of a single leukemic blast that had been modified
with the CD19-CAR. The CD19-CAR masked the CD19 antigen
from CAR T cells, causing resistance to the therapy.19 Furthermore,
a memory response against T cell antigens resulting in T cell aplasia
is lethal and is therefore not an option. While therapies targeting B
cell malignancies, such as Kymriah and Yescarta, result in potentially
lifelong B cell aplasia due to a memory response against the targeted
antigen,20,21 these patients can be treated with intravenous immuno-
globulin (IVIG) to overcome this condition.22 However, due to
increased demand for IVIG over recent years, the United States is
currently experiencing a shortage of immunoglobulin.

Many groups have developed solutions to overcome these challenges to
treating T cell malignancies using CAR therapy. The simplest option is
targeting an antigen that is absent or expressed at low levels on normal
T cells such as CD30,23–27 CD37,28 or TRBC1.29Unfortunately, thema-
jority of T cell malignancies do not have high expression of these anti-
gens, which limits their usefulness. An alternative strategy is to utilize
donor-derived cells, which eliminates the risk of product contamina-
tion, as isolating normal T cells from malignant T cells is a significant
obstacle. Natural killer (NK) cells and gd T cells are non-alloreactive
and can be used in an allogeneic setting without additional modifica-
tions. Additionally, the NK-derived lymphoma cell line, NK-92 cells,
can be used as an alternative to T cells for CAR therapy.6–8,10,15,16 How-
ever, the expansion of NK or NK-92 cells is time-consuming, genetic
engineering can be challenging, and they are particularly sensitive to
cryopreservation.30 Strategies to avoid T cell aplasia have included
incorporation of suicide genes and switches into CAR constructs to
regulate their expression, provide control over robust responses, and
prevent memory cell formation,31–37 but they are not uniformly effec-
tive, and escape of a modified cancer clone could be problematic.
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Figure 1. Schematic of CD5-Based and CD19-Based NSCAR Constructs

(A) NSCAR structure with CD28 transmembrane domain, truncated after two amino acids on the intracellular tail. (B and C) Bicistronic NSCAR transgenes in lentiviral vectors

expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) and the NSCARs through the inclusion of a p2a sequence. Expression of both sequences are driven by the human

ubiquitin C promoter (hUBC) with an interleukin-2 signal peptide (IL-2-SP). The CD5-NSCAR (B) includes a myc epitope tag, whereas the CD19-NSCAR (C) includes the

CD8a hinge.
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Few strategies that address all three challenges have been evaluated.
Therefore, we generated non-signaling CARs (NSCARs) that, when
introduced into gd T cells, enhance target cell killing while sparing
the healthy, engineered cells. NSCARs lack the intracellular signaling
domains typically present in a CAR (Figure 1A). As a result, NSCARs
are non-activating. While expression of a non-signaling CAR is not
expected to affect ab T cell cytotoxicity against tumor cells, we hy-
pothesize NSCARs can enhance gd T cell cytotoxicity because, in
contrast to ab T cells, gd T cells possess alternative mechanisms of
cytotoxicity and do not require stimulation through CD3z in order
to initiate target cell killing.38–42 In addition, ex vivo expanded gd

T cells are relatively short-lived with little expansion in vivo, which
can help control cytokine release syndrome (CRS) and other adverse
events resulting from CAR T cell therapy. Furthermore, gd T cells are
unlikely to cause GvHD as they interact with antigen independent of
major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-recognition, permitting
use in an allogeneic setting.43,44 We hypothesize NSCARs can act as
anchors to tether the gd T cells to tumor cells expressing the targeted
antigen. While the cells are in close proximity, the cytotoxic mecha-
nisms endogenous to gd T cells can engage, ultimately resulting in tu-
mor cell death.

Herein, we design two distinct NSCARs: CD5-NSCAR (Figure 1B)
and CD19-NSCAR (Figure 1C). We compare gd T cell expansion
in naive and NSCAR-modified populations and assess the cytotox-
icity of NSCAR-modified gd T cells against T-ALL and B-ALL cell
lines. Additionally, we evaluate the effect of CD5-NSCAR expression
on the cytotoxicity of ab T cells. We further compared the CD19-
NSCAR to the more traditional CD19-CAR. The results described
herein demonstrate proof-of-concept that NSCAR expression in gd

T cells enhances antigen-directed killing, and the mechanisms
involved are fundamentally and biologically different in ab T cells.

RESULTS
CD5 Antigen and CD5-NSCAR Are Downregulated in CD5-

NSCAR-Modified Jurkat T Cells without Altering Activation

We and others have previously shown CD5-CAR expression on CD5-
positive cells results in the downregulation of the CD5 antigen from
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the cell surface.6,9 To determine whether CD5 downregulation occurs
upon CD5-NSCAR expression, we transduced Jurkat T cells with the
CD5-NSCAR at MOIs 0.5 and 1 and CD5 expression was measured
by flow cytometry. We detected a significant reduction in the percent-
age of CD5-positive Jurkat T cells, likely due to interactions with
CD5-NSCAR on self and neighboring cells. As NSCARs do not
contain a signaling cytoplasmic tail, we determined that these interac-
tions causing CD5 downregulation were not coupled with intracel-
lular signaling. Even at low MOIs, detection of CD5 expression was
reduced in transduced cells (MOI 0.5 and MOI 1: p < 0.001). At
MOI 1, <5% of the cells remained CD5-positive (Figure 2A).

We previously demonstrated CD5-CAR expression on CD5-positive
Jurkat T cells results in increased activation, as measured by CD69,
due to interactions between the CAR and the CD5 antigen.6 However,
we hypothesized the CD5-NSCAR would not affect the activation
levels of the cells since the NSCAR lacks the intracellular signaling do-
mains typically found in a CAR construct. By flow cytometry, we
determined there is no change in CD69 expression in CD5-
NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells compared to the levels of CD69 in
naive Jurkat T cells (Figure 2B).

We performed similar experiments with CD19-CAR- and CD19-
NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells. Jurkat T cells modified with the
CD19-CAR or CD19-NSCAR did not demonstrate any change in
detection of CD5 expression, with 95% of the cells expressing CD5,
suggesting the downregulation observed in CD5-NSCAR-modified
Jurkat T cells is due to interactions between the NSCAR and cognate
antigen (Figure 2C). Jurkat T cells do not express CD19 and, as ex-
pected, there is no change in Jurkat T cell activation, as measured
by CD69 by flow cytometry, when modified with either a CD19-
CAR or CD19-NSCAR (Figure 2D).

The CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells and CD5-edited Jurkat
T cells were analyzed for CD5-Fc surface expression using flow cy-
tometry. CD5-edited Jurkat T cells were developed in our laboratory
using CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing. The CD5-negative fraction of
cells were isolated using FACS with >98% purity and expanded under



Figure 2. CD5 Expression and Activation of NSCAR-Modified Jurkat T Cells

Flow cytometry was performed tomeasure CD5 and CD69 expression on Jurkat T cells 5 to 6 days post-transduction. In all figures, a representative flow cytometry overlay is

illustrated on the right. Black curve, naive; gray curve, MOI 0.5; light gray curve, MOI 1. (A) CD5 expression in naive and CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells. Naive and MOI

1, n = 4; MOI 0.5, n = 3. (B) CD69 expression in naive and CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells. Naive and MOI 1, n = 5; MOI 0.5, n = 3. (C) CD5 expression in naive, CD19-

CAR-, and CD19-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells; n = 3. (D) CD69 expression in naive, CD19-CAR-, and CD19-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells; n = 3. Statistics were

performed using a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s method to compare to the naive control group.
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standard Jurkat T cell culture conditions, as described previously.6 Ju-
rkat T cells transduced at an MOI 0.5 were, on average, 25% NSCAR-
positive, whereas Jurkat T cells transduced at an MOI 1 were, on
average, 70% NSCAR-positive. However, CD5-edited Jurkat T cells
have a much higher percentage of NSCAR-expressing cells detected
by flow cytometry when transduced with the CD5-NSCAR at the
same MOIs. At MOIs 0.5 and 1, ~65% and ~90%, respectively, of
CD5-edited Jurkat T cells were NSCAR-positive (Figure 3A). We
see the emergence of a population of GFP-positive, CD5-NSCAR-
negative Jurkat T cells following transduction of CD5-expressing
cells; however, this population is substantially reduced in CD5-
NSCAR-modified, CD5-edited Jurkat T cells (Figure S1A). This sug-
gests that CD5 expression on Jurkat T cells blocks or reduces expres-
sion of the CD5-NSCAR. These results are consistent with our previ-
ous findings using CD5-CAR-modified Jurkat T cells.6

To determine whether the expression of the CD5-NSCAR and
CD5 antigen in Jurkat T cells vary over time, we measured NSCAR
and CD5 expression on non-edited and CD5-edited Jurkat T cells
by flow cytometry on days 5 and 15 post-transduction. On day 5,
we observed approximately 20% NSCAR-positive cells at MOI 0.5
and approximately 50% NSCAR-positive cells at MOI 1, as previ-
ously noted. However, by day 15, the percentage of NSCAR-ex-
pressing Jurkat T cells was reduced to ~5% (MOI 0.5) and ~20%
(MOI 1) (Figure S1B). Nevertheless, the percentage of GFP-posi-
tive cells remained unchanged, suggesting the transduced cells
were not dying or diluted in the culture (data not shown). Further-
more, while the CD5 expression levels on Jurkat T cells 5 days
post-transduction were very low, such a drastic downregulation
was not observed 10 days later, suggesting the balance between
CD5 expression and CD5-NSCAR expression shifts over time (Fig-
ure S1C). The increase in CD5 antigen expression correlates with a
decrease in CD5-NSCAR expression. In contrast, CD5-NSCAR
expression on CD5-edited Jurkat T cells was much less variable be-
tween days 5 and 15, decreasing from 65% and 80% to 60% and
77%, at MOIs 0.5 and 1, respectively. To confirm the flow cytom-
etry data, we performed western blot analysis using an anti-CD5
antibody with whole cell lysates from Jurkat T cells or CD5-edited
Jurkat T cells modified with the CD5-NSCAR. Whole cell lysates
were collected on day 15 post-transduction. Western blot and
densitometry revealed only slightly lower levels of CD5 protein
in whole cell lysates of CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells
compared to CD5 protein levels in naive Jurkat T cells (Fig-
ure S1D). Non-modified and CD5-NSCAR-modified, CD5-edited
Jurkat T cells displayed no signs of CD5 protein expression, as ex-
pected (data not shown).
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Figure 3. Effects of CD5-NSCAR Expression in Jurkat T Cells

(A) CD5-NSCAR expression in non-edited (left) or CD5-edited (right) Jurkat T cells 5 days post-transduction. MOI 0.5, n = 3; naive andMOI 1, n = 6 (non-edited Jurkat T cells),

n = 5 (CD5-edited Jurkat T cells). (B and C) CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells were cultured with naive (black curve) or CD5-edited (gray curve) Jurkat T cells at 1:1 or 1:3

modified to non-modified ratios. (B) CD5-NSCAR expression at each ratio. (C) CD5 expression in non-modified Jurkat T cells following co-culture with CD5-NSCAR-modified

Jurkat T cells at each ratio. Flow cytometry was performed to measure CD5-Fc and CD5 antigen expression on Jurkat T cells. Statistics were performed using a two-tailed

Student’s t test and one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s method to compare to the naive group.
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Co-culture of CD5-NSCAR-Modified Jurkat T Cells with Non-

modified Jurkat T Cells Leads to CD5 Antigen Downregulation in

Non-modified Cells and CD5-NSCAR Downregulation in

Modified Cells

We hypothesize that the CD5-NSCAR expressed on Jurkat T cells can
interact with the CD5 antigen on self and neighboring cells, resulting
in downregulation of both proteins. To explore this further, we estab-
lished a 14-h co-culture to observe changes in CD5-NSCAR expres-
sion in Jurkat T cells when cultured with non-modified Jurkat
T cells, as well as changes in CD5 antigen expression in the non-modi-
fied Jurkat T cells. We cultured CD5-NSCAR-modified and non-
modified Jurkat T cells at 1:1 and 1:3 modified to non-modified ratios.
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After 14 h, we observed a significant downregulation in CD5-NSCAR
expression when the cells were cultured at a low ratio of 1:3 with Ju-
rkat T cells (p < 0.001). Despite a lack of statistical significance at the
1:1 ratio, the same trend was observed (p = 0.078). However, when
CD5-NSCAR modified cells were cultured with non-modified,
CD5-edited Jurkat T cells, there was no change in CD5-NSCAR
expression at either ratio (Figure 3B). We conclude the CD5 antigens
on non-modified Jurkat T cells can interact with the CD5-NSCAR on
the modified Jurkat T cells, resulting in NSCAR-downregulation.
Therefore, there is a greater reduction in CD5-NSCAR expression
in cultures with a higher percentage of non-modified, CD5-express-
ing cells. Transduction of CD5-edited Jurkat T cells with the
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CD5-NSCAR produced similar results to those described above when
cultured with non-edited Jurkat T cells or CD5-edited Jurkat T cells
(at 1:3, p < 0.001; at 1:1, p = 0.058; Figure S2A).

Additionally, we measured the CD5 expression on the non-modified
Jurkat T cells in the co-culture. The data demonstrated a significant
decline in CD5 expression as the percentage of CD5-NSCAR-modi-
fied Jurkat T cells in the culture increased (at 1:3, p = 0.097; at 1:1,
p < 0.001), with fewer than 20% of the cells expressing CD5 on the
cell surface at the 1:1 ratio (Figure 3C). This suggests that when there
are more CD5-NSCAR-expressing Jurkat T cells in the culture, there
is an overall increase in the interactions between the CD5-NSCAR
and CD5 antigen, resulting in greater downregulation of the CD5 an-
tigen on non-modified cells. Similar results were obtained when
culturing CD5-edited, CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells with
non-modified Jurkat T cells. However, the CD5 on the non-modified
Jurkat T cells downregulated to a greater degree when they were
cultured with CD5-edited, CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells
(95% reduction at the 1:1 ratio) compared to when they were in cul-
ture with non-edited, CD5-NSCAR-modified Jurkat T cells (80%
reduction at the 1:1 ratio; Figure S2B).

NSCARModification Does Not Impede gd T Cell Expansion and,

Contrary to CD19-NSCAR Expression, CD5-NSCAR Expression

Downregulates CD5 Antigen Expression

gd T cells were expanded in serum-free conditions from healthy
donor blood using interleukin-2 (IL-2) and zoledronate. On days
7–9 of expansion, flow cytometry was performed to determine the
percentage of gd T cells and CD5 expression within the gd T cell
population. For each expansion, gd T cells were plated for lentiviral
vector transduction and a non-transduced well was plated simulta-
neously. The expansion of naive and NSCAR-modified gd T cells
was monitored through day 12. The percentage of gd T cells in the
population expanded consistently in both the naive and CD5-
NSCAR-modified cultures, with no significant differences in expan-
sion (p = 0.353; Figures 4A and 4B). Both populations of cells
expanded ~2.5-fold in the 4–5 days post-transduction suggesting
that expression of the CD5-NSCAR does not hinder gd T cell expan-
sion nor overall proliferation of the culture, despite the presence of
CD5 antigen (Figure 4C). Similarly, expansion of gd T cells modified
with the CD19-NSCAR or GFP control lentiviral vectors on days 7–9
was evaluated for 4–5 days post-transduction. The control lentiviral
vector encodes eGFP driven by the EF1a promoter, as previously
described.45 CD19-NSCAR- and GFP-modified gd T cells expanded
comparable to naive gd T cells (~2-fold; Figure 4C). While gd T cells
do not express CD19, these data provide evidence for the hypothesis
that transduction alone does not affect gd T cell expansion.

As the studies in Jurkat T cells indicate, interactions between CD5 an-
tigen and CD5-NSCAR result in the apparent downregulation of
CD5. To determine whether this occurs in gd T cells, CD5 expression
on the cell surface of naive and CD5-NSCAR-modified gd T cells was
measured by flow cytometry. A significant decrease in the detection of
CD5-expressing, CD5-NSCAR-modified gd T cells was observed
compared to the detection of CD5-positive naive gd T cells, with
fewer than 10% of the cells expressing CD5 on the cell surface; p <
0.001. However, there was no significant downregulation of CD5
expression in gd T cells modified with the CD19-NSCAR or GFP len-
tiviral vectors (p > 0.05; Figures 4D and 4E).

NSCAR-Modified gd T Cells Exhibit Enhanced Antigen-Directed

Cytotoxicity

To determine whether the CD5-NSCAR enhances the cytotoxicity of
gd T cells, we prepared a cytotoxicity assay with Jurkat T cells and
Molt-4 T cells, two CD5-positive/CD19-negative T cell lines. Cytotox-
icity assays were also performed using CD19-NSCAR-modified cells
and 697 target cells, which is a CD19-positive/CD5-negative B-ALL
cell line. Co-cultures were established at 3:1 or 5:1 effector to target
(E:T) ratios and incubated for 4 h at 37�C. The percent increase in cyto-
toxicity compared to non-modified gd T cells is shown in Figure 5.
There was an increase in the cytotoxicity by CD5-NSCAR-modified
gd T cells against both CD5-positive target cell lines compared to
non-modified cells (Figures 5A and 5B). Additionally, we measured
the cytotoxicity of GFP-modified gd T cells against Jurkat T cells.
The data demonstrated donor variability, resulting in cells from half
the donors exhibiting a decrease or no change in cytotoxicity upon
GFP-modification, while the other half exhibited enhanced cytotox-
icity. The greatest change in cytotoxicity was a 75% increase, however,
the percentage of dead Jurkats only increased from 6% to 10.5% (data
not shown). On average, at the 5:1 E:T ratio, the CD5-NSCAR-modi-
fied gd T cells cultured with Jurkat T cells or Molt-4 cells resulted in
40% and 35% dead target cells, respectively, both of which correspond
to a 50%–60% increase in cytotoxicity compared to that of naive gd
T cells. Furthermore, the CD19-NSCAR enhanced cytotoxicity against
697 cells compared to that of naive gd T cells, killing on average 32% of
the target cells at the 5:1 E:T ratio, which was a 450% increase in killing
compared to that of non-modified cells (Figure 5C). These data validate
two NSCARs targeting different tumor-cell antigens demonstrating
that they can increase gd T cell anti-tumor cytotoxicity in vitro. More-
over, the CD19-NSCAR expressed on gd T cells demonstrates similar
cytotoxicity against 697 cells as compared to CD19-CAR-modified gd

T cells (p = 0.905 and p = 0.857 at 3:1 and 5:1 E:T ratios, respectively;
Figure S3). There was a high degree of donor variability in baseline
cytotoxicity, consistent with previous findings;46–48 however, an in-
crease in cytotoxicity by NSCAR-modified gd T cells was routinely
observed.

We hypothesized the NSCAR-modified gd T cells exhibit their cyto-
toxic activity through mechanisms endogenous to the gd T cell, spe-
cifically through the release of perforin and granzyme B, as well as
interferon-g (IFN-g). To evaluate this further, we cultured CD19-
NSCAR-modified gd T cells with 697 target cells at a 5:1 E:T ratio
and incubated the cells for 12 h at 37�C. Following the incubation
period, cells were evaluated for degranulation and supernatants
were collected and analyzed for IFN-g secretion by ELISA. Upon
co-culture with CD19-expressing target cells, there is significantly
greater degranulation of CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells
compared to degranulation of naive gd T cells (p = 0.0182). The
Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 18 September 2020 153
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Figure 4. NSCAR-Modified gd T Cell Expansion and CD5 Downregulation

(A) Representative flow cytometry plots of gd T cell expansion. The percentage of gd T cells on day 7 (left) is compared to the percentage of gd T cells on day 12 in naive cells

(middle) and CD5-NSCAR-modified gd T cells (right). (B) Percentage of gd T cells in a population of naive (black curve) and CD5-NSCAR-modified gd T cells (gray curve)

between day of transduction (7–9) and day of cytotoxicity assay (12–13); n = 3. (C) Fold expansion of naive, GFP-modified, CD5-NSCAR-modified and CD19-NSCAR-

modified gd T cells. Naive, n = 5; GFP and CD5-NSCAR, n = 3; CD19-NSCAR, n = 2. (D) Representative flow cytometry plots of CD5 expression in CD5-NSCAR-modified

(left) and CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells (right). Black curve, naive; gray curve, NSCAR-modified. (E) Graphical representation of CD5 expression in naive andmodified gd

T cells. Naive, n = 8; GFP and CD19-NSCAR, n = 2; CD5-NSCAR, n = 5. Statistics were performed using two-tailed Student’s t test and one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s

method to compare to the naive control group. Each replicate represents an independent donor.
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IFN-g ELISA demonstrates a trend toward increased IFN-g secretion
by CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells in co-culture with 697 cells
compared to secretion by control cells; however, this data was not sta-
tistically significant (p = 0.101; Figure 5D).
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NSCAR-Modified ab T Cells Do Not Have Enhanced Anti-Tumor

Cytotoxicity

To test our hypothesis that NSCAR expression requires MHC-in-
dependent mechanisms of cytotoxicity in order to affect cellular



Figure 5. NSCAR-Modified gd T Cell Cytotoxicity against T-ALL and B-ALL Cell Lines

Effector cells and target cells were cultured at 3:1 (black bars) and 5:1 (white bars) effector to target (E:T) ratios for 4 h. The percent increase in cytotoxicity by modified gd

T cells compared to that of naive gd T cells is graphed to account for donor variability in baseline cytotoxicity. The baseline is represented as the cytotoxicity of naive gd T cells.

Flow cytometry was used to measure eFluor780, VPD450, and GFP. (A) gd T cell cytotoxicity against CD5-positive Jurkat cells. Three different donorsmodified with the CD5-

NSCAR are shown separately, including the overall average cytotoxicity. One donor was repeated. (B) gd T cell cytotoxicity against CD5-positive Molt-4 cells. Cells from two

donors were modified with CD5-NSCAR lentiviral vector. (C) CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cell cytotoxicity against CD19-positive 697 cells. Cells from two donors were

assessed. One donor was repeated. (D) 12-h co-culture of CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells with 697 cells. CD107a expression was measured by flow cytometry 6 days

post-transduction (left). ELISA was used to quantify IFN-g secretion by CD19-CAR- and CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells 6 days post-transduction (right). This experiment

was performed in triplicate. Statistics were performed using a two-tailed Student’s t test to compare CD19-NSCAR degranulation or IFN-g secretion in co-culture with 697

cells compared to that of naive cells cultured with 697 cells.
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killing in an antigen-specific manner, we performed a cytotoxicity
assay culturing CD5-NSCAR-modified ab T cells with Jurkat
target cells at 3:1 and 5:1 E:T ratios. We predicted the CD5-
NSCAR would not affect ab T cell cytotoxicity. Others have pre-
viously published studies using constructs similar to the NSCAR
and demonstrated that the truncated CAR does not increase
T cell activation as measured by CD25,49 nor does it affect cellular
proliferation or viability.11 Our data demonstrate that there was
no difference in naive ab T cell cytotoxicity against Jurkat
T cells compared to the cytotoxicity of CD5-NSCAR-modified
ab T cells against Jurkat T cells, with both resulting in 40%–

45% dead targets at each E:T ratio (3:1 E:T ratio: p = 0.618; 5:1
E:T ratio: p = 0.639; Figure 6). Both donors were transduced
equally by the CD5-NSCAR lentiviral vector and one donor was
additionally modified with the CD5-CAR (Figure S4A). CD5-
CAR-modified ab T cells killed 80% of the Jurkat target cells (Fig-
ure S4B), a 78% increase in cytotoxicity compared to that of naive
ab T cells.
NSCAR Shed from the Cell Surface into the Supernatant Can

Interact with Target Cells

We hypothesized that the apparent downregulation of the NSCAR
may be due, in part, to protein shedding from modified gd T cells re-
sulting in lower NSCAR on the cell surface. To determine whether
shedding was occurring, we cultured gd T cells in fresh media on
day 1 post-transduction. Non-modified cells were cultured under
the same conditions and 48 h later, the supernatants were collected
and filtered. Jurkat T cells were cultured in the gd T cell supernatant
for 4 h. Flow cytometry was performed to determine the CD5 expres-
sion levels on Jurkat T cells following culture in gd T cell supernatant.
Jurkat T cells cultured in their own media, or supernatant from naive
gd T cells, GFP-transduced gd T cells, or CD19-CAR-transduced gd

T cells all expressed high levels of CD5 as measured by flow cytome-
try. However, Jurkat T cells cultured in the supernatant of CD5-CAR-
or CD5-NSCAR-modified gd T cells demonstrated a significant
reduction in CD5 antigen detection to ~25%. This suggests there
was a factor in the supernatant of both CD5-CAR- and
Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 18 September 2020 155
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Figure 6. CD5-NSCAR-Modified ab T Cell Cytotoxic Activity

Effector cells and target cells were cultured at 3:1 (black bars) and 5:1 (white bars)

effector to target (E:T) ratios for 12 h. Cytotoxicity of naive and CD5-NSCAR-

modified ab T cells in culture with Jurkat T cells was determined by flow cytometry

measuring eFluor780, VPD450, and GFP. Solid bars represent donor 1 and slashed

bars represent donor 2. Statistics were performed using a two-tailed Student’s t test

to compare cytotoxicity at each E:T ratio among donors.
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CD5-NSCAR-modified gd T cells that interacted with the Jurkat
T cells, resulting in CD5 downregulation or blocking of anti-CD5
antibody from binding CD5 on the T cell surface (CAR and NSCAR:
p < 0.001; Figure S5A).We hypothesized that the extracellular portion
of the CAR/NSCAR was cleaved from the cell surface and interacting
with its cognate antigen. To test this, we pre-incubated the gd T cell
supernatant for 30 min with CD5-Fc, which is a soluble CD5 fused to
the Fc portion of an immunoglobulin G (IgG), prior to culturing the
Jurkat T cells in the supernatants. Jurkat T cells cultured in the pre-
incubated CD5-CAR- or CD5-NSCAR-modified gd T cell superna-
tant no longer exhibited decreased detection of CD5 (p = 0.240 and
p = 0.402, respectively). CD5 expression was measured at 60% and
70% of the population, respectively. Additionally, the pre-incubation
did not affect the percentage of CD5-positive Jurkat T cells cultured in
naive gd T cell supernatant (p = 0.956). Furthermore, upon CD5-Fc
pre-incubation, the percentage of CD5-expressing Jurkat T cells
cultured in supernatants of CD5-CAR- or CD5-NSCAR-modified
gd T cells did not significantly differ from that of cells cultured in
pre-incubated naive gd T cell supernatants (p = 0.407 and p =
0.584, respectively; Figure S5B).

Similar experiments were performed to determine whether this effect
was CD5-NSCAR-specific or whether the CD19-NSCAR behaved
similarly. gd T cells transduced with a CD19-NSCAR were cultured
for 24–48 h and the supernatants were then used to culture 697 cells
for 4 h as previously described. Following the 4-h incubation, CD19-
positive 697 cells were measured by flow cytometry. 697 cells cultured
in their own media or supernatant from naive or GFP-modified gd

T cells demonstrated no change in CD19 detection. However, there
was a significant decrease in CD19 detection when 697 cells were
cultured in supernatant from CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells
(p = 0.048), suggesting this effect is not specific to the CD5-NSCAR,
nor to T cell antigens (Figure S5C). As described, reduction in CD19
detection could be due to downregulation or blockade of antibody-
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binding due to CD19-NSCAR interactions with the CD19 antigen.
CD19 expression had been reduced to 40% of 697 cells cultured in su-
pernatant from CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells. Furthermore,
pre-incubation of gd T cell supernatant with soluble CD19-Fc under
the conditions previously described prevented this reduction in
CD19-expressing 697 cells. CD19 was detected in ~80% of the cells
cultured in CD19-Fc pre-incubated supernatant from CD19-
NSCAR-modified gd T cells. There is no difference between the per-
centage of CD19-expressing 697 cells cultured in the pre-incubated
naive gd T cell supernatant compared to that of 697 cells cultured
in the pre-incubated CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cell supernatant
(Figure S5D).

DISCUSSION
gd T cell therapy provides an alternative cellular vehicle for CAR
therapy that may prove advantageous in particular settings, such as
for the treatment of T cell malignancies. We have developed a
serum-free protocol for ex vivo expansion of Vg9Vd2 T cells50,51

and are testing the effectiveness of CAR-modified cells. During these
studies, we found that CARs lacking a stimulating domain (i.e.,
NSCARs) retained their ability to enhance gd T cell-directed killing
and that NSCARs can be valuable in a gd T cell setting due to their
non-stimulating properties. NSCARs prevent strong activation of
gd T cells upon antigen stimulation and act as an anchor to tether
the gd T cells to the tumor cells. We hypothesize that this high-affin-
ity interaction facilitates the engagement of natural, MHC-indepen-
dent mechanisms of cytotoxicity. We demonstrated that expression
of a NSCAR targeting a T cell antigen in gd T cells does not hinder
their expansion, whereas a functional, signaling CAR targeting a
T cell antigen results in fratricide and hinders proliferation,11 with
the exception being antigens that downregulate rapidly.9 Addition-
ally, we’ve shown CD5 antigen downregulation in gd T cells modified
with the CD5-NSCAR and that CD5 downregulation is specific to
expression of the CD5-NSCAR, as it is not observed in CD19-
NSCAR-modified gd T cells. These results are similar to those we
and others have shown using anti-CD5 CARs.6,9

We observed donor variability in both naive ab and gd T cell cytotox-
icity against various cancer cell lines. However, despite the variability,
NSCARs consistently enhanced gd T cell cytotoxicity against cells ex-
pressing the targeted antigen. In contrast, NSCAR-modification of ab
T cells did not affect antigen-directed cytotoxicity. We hypothesize
that this observed anti-cancer activity is due to the engagement of re-
ceptors on the gd T cells with their ligands on the leukemia cell lines.
It was shown that the release of perforin and granzyme may facilitate
NSCAR-mediated gd T cell cytotoxicity and the release of these
factors is likely downstream of NKG2D signaling. Additionally, our
results indicate the secretion of IFN-g by CAR T cells does not signif-
icantly increase upon co-culture with target cells. Therefore, we pre-
dict the predominant mechanisms of action include NKG2D engage-
ment. However, it is possible that additional gd T cell mechanisms of
cytotoxicity, such as Fas-FasL interactions, are involved. Future
studies could clarify whether this mechanism is important to
NSCAR-mediated gd T cell cytotoxicity.
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A primary advantage to gd T cell therapy is the inherent anti-tumor
cytotoxicity of gd T cells. We demonstrate NSCAR interactions with
the cognate antigen enhance gd T cell cytotoxicity. However, target an-
tigen downregulation is a knownmechanism of tumor-cell escape from
CAR-directed killing, and we show that similar resistance mechanisms
may occur with NSCARs. Unlike ab T cells, gd T cells have endoge-
nous pathways leading to multiple potential mechanisms of cytotox-
icity, which are independent of CAR expression. Therefore, in the event
of antigen-downregulation in subjects treated with NSCAR-modified
gd T cells, these natural mechanisms of anti-tumor cytotoxicity can
prevail, with continued killing of tumor cells. While targeting CD5
with a CAR has been shown to result in transient fratricide, the target-
ing of other T cell antigens, such as CD7, has demonstrated persistent
fratricide and prevention of CART cell expansion. However, the degree
to which the partial downregulation of CD5 affects manufacturing is
currently unknown. Therefore, anti-CD5 strategies may still benefit
from NSCAR T cell therapy. We propose that NSCAR-modified gd

T cells can be advantageous particularly in settings of complete antigen
downregulation where the use of a CAR results in inhibition of prolif-
eration. Many groups using CAR T cell therapy for the treatment of B
cell malignancies have reported numerous cases of antigen-negative
relapse.52 The tumor cells downregulate the targeted antigen as amech-
anism of escaping CAR T cell killing. Naive gd T cell infusion into pa-
tients has demonstrated some anti-tumor activity53–55 and therefore we
hypothesize in the event of antigen downregulation rendering
NSCARs/CARs ineffective, gdT cells may still demonstrate anti-tumor
activity. Therefore, CAR-modified gd T cells may add a significant
benefit for the treatment of B cell malignancies. However, NSCAR
gd T cell therapy may not further increase efficacy in this clinical
setting. Furthermore, NSCAR transgenes are substantially shorter
than CAR transgenes and multiple NSCARs can be expressed from a
single vector, thereby reducing the possibility of antigen escape.

Additionally, we showed that NSCARs were shed from the surface of
gd T cells into the supernatant and that shedding is not unique to
NSCARs, as the results are consistent with those using a similar
CD5-CAR sequence. Decreased expression of the NSCAR on the
cell surface can result in decreased observed cytotoxicity. The mech-
anism of shedding is not well understood, but it is noteworthy that we
engineered the CD5-NSCAR and CD19-NSCAR with different hinge
regions. The CD5-NSCAR includes a myc tag while the CD19-
NSCAR contains the CD8a hinge, however, NSCAR-shedding is
observed with both. Each NSCAR contains a 29 amino acid extracel-
lular CD28 sequence, which may play a role in shedding, as CD28
shedding has been reported.56 There is an observed correlation be-
tween the CAR/NSCAR shedding and the transduction efficiency.
Donors that yielded a greater percentage of cells expressing the trans-
gene demonstrated a greater reduction in CD5 or CD19 detection on
the target cells following culture in the gd T cell supernatant. Studies
to determine the mechanism of shedding and to characterize the pro-
tein in the supernatant are required to fully comprehend these obser-
vations. Identification of the mechanisms involved can lead to the
redesign of CARs and prevention of shedding, which can potentially
result in greater antigen-directed cytotoxicity.
NSCARs have the potential to represent an alternative to CAR ther-
apy, particularly in settings of T cell malignancies using donor-
derived cells, due to their ability to enhance gd T cell cytotoxicity
in an antigen-directed manner, without self-activating and hindering
cellular proliferation. Understanding the mechanism of NSCAR
shedding could result in a second generation of NSCARs that are
resistant to shedding, a characteristic likely to enhance NSCAR-medi-
ated cytotoxicity. Furthermore, studies assessing the role of NSCARs
in additional aspects of gd T cell tumor killing, such as trafficking to
the tumormicroenvironment, can influence the generation of another
class of NSCARs that are superior to CARs in gd T cells. In the appro-
priate clinical setting, NSCARs have the potential to surpass CARs as
a viable therapy, increasing anti-tumor efficacy and minimizing off-
tumor cytotoxicity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Lines

The Jurkat cell line clone E6-1 was purchased from American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). As previously described,
the Molt-4 and 697 cell lines were gifted by Dr. Douglas Graham
(Emory University).6 CD5-edited Jurkat T cells were generated as
previously described.6 All cell lines were cultured in RPMI (Corning,
Manassas, VA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and
1% penicillin/streptomycin.

Engineering the NSCAR Sequences

The CD5-CAR sequence, as previously described,6 was truncated to
remove the CD3z signaling domain, as well as the intracellular
portion of CD28. The entire transmembrane domain of CD28, as
well as two intracellular amino acids, remain. Additionally, we
included a unique 21 base-pair sequence on the cytoplasmic end of
the truncated CD28 for genetic determination of the proviral
sequence. The vector is a bicistronic lentiviral construct, facilitating
dual expression of enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) and
the NSCAR transgene using a p2a peptide sequence. The CD19-
NSCAR was similarly generated by truncation of the CD19-CAR (un-
published data) after the first two intracellular amino acids of CD28.
Similar to the CD5-NSCAR, this vector is a bicistronic lentiviral
construct, expressing eGFP and the NSCAR transgene using a p2a
peptide sequence. However, the CD19-NSCAR has the CD8a hinge
where the CD5-NSCAR has the myc tag. The CD19-scFv sequence
was generated from codon optimization of a published CD19-scFv
sequence produced in a mouse hybridoma cell line.57

Generation of CAR- and NSCAR-Encoding Lentiviral Vectors

HIV-1-based recombinant lentiviral vectors for all CAR and NSCAR
constructs were produced and titered, as previously described.6

Lentiviral Vector Transduction of Cell Lines

Lentiviral vector transduction was carried out as previously described
using 6 mg/mL polybrene (EMDMillipore, Billerica, MA).6 The trans-
duced cells were cultured for at least 5 days prior to being used for
downstream applications. Jurkat T cells were transduced at multiplic-
ity of infection (MOI) of 0.5 or 1.
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Expansion of gd T Cells from Healthy Donor Blood

Blood was obtained from consented, healthy adults with the assis-
tance of the Emory Children’s Clinical and Translational Discovery
Core. PBMCs were isolated from 30–50 mL healthy donor blood us-
ing Ficoll-Paque density gradient and centrifugation following the
manufacturer’s protocol. PBMCs were expanded in serum-free condi-
tions as previously described50 for up to 13 days in vitro. On days
0 and 3, 5 ug/mL zoledronic acid and 500 IU/mL IL-2 were added
to the culture. Beginning on day 6, 1,000 IU/mL IL-2 was added to
the culture medium. Cells were cultured at 1.5 � 106 cells/mL.
Expansion of ab T Cells from Healthy Donor Blood

PBMCs were isolated from healthy donor blood as described above. A
Pan T cell isolation was performed using Miltenyi’s Pan T cell Isola-
tion kit (Miltenyi Biotech, Germany) and the T cells were expanded in
X-VIVO 15media (Lonza, Switzerland) supplemented with 10% FBS,
1% penicillin/streptomycin, 50 ng/mL IL-2, and 5 ng/mL IL-7.
Following T cell isolation, cells were stimulated with CD3/CD28 Dy-
nabeads at a 1:1 ratio for 24 h (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA). Cells were cultured at 1 � 106 cells/mL.
Lentiviral Vector Transduction of gd T Cells

Lentiviral vector transduction was carried out between days 7 and 9 of
expansion. Cells were incubated with 60% vector in culture medium
supplemented with 6 mg/mL polybrene for 18–24 h, at which point
culture medium was replaced with fresh medium. The transduced
cells were cultured for 3–5 days before being used for downstream
applications.
Lentiviral Vector Transduction of ab T Cells

Lentiviral vector transduction was carried out immediately upon
removal of the CD3/CD28 Dynabeads. Cells were incubated with
60% vector in culture medium supplemented with 6 mg/mL polybrene
for 18–24 h, at which point culture medium was replaced with fresh
medium. The transduced cells were cultured for 6 days before being
used for downstream applications.
Flow Cytometry Analysis

Analysis was performed using a BD LSRII Flow Cytometer (BD Bio-
sciences, San Jose, CA). Data were analyzed using FCS Express 6 soft-
ware. Antibodies used included anti-CD5 PerCP/Cy5.5, anti-CD3
BV421, anti-gd T cell receptor (TCR) phycoerythrin (PE) and anti-
CD69 APC-Cy7 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). CD5-Fc fusion pro-
tein (G&P Biosciences, Santa Clara, CA) and CD19-Fc fusion protein
(ACROBiosystems, Newark, DE) were used to detect anti-CD5 con-
structs and anti-CD19 constructs, respectively, with a secondary anti-
IgG Fc antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, West
Grove, PA), as previously described.6 Violet Proliferation Dye 450
(VPD450) was used to label the target cells in the cytotoxicity and
co-culture studies, and cell death was assessed using eFluor 780
(described below). Degranulation of gd T cells was detected using
anti-CD107a APC (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA).
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Western Blotting

Jurkat T cells were lysed using radioimmunoprecipitation assay
(RIPA) buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and a protease inhibi-
tor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Quantification of
protein, separation by SDS-PAGE, and transfer to a nitrocellulose
membrane were performed as previously described.6 The blocked
membrane was incubated with an anti-CD5 mAb and horseradish
peroxidase (HRP)-labeled secondary antibody as previously
described.6 Densitometry was performed using ImageJ.
Co-culture Assay Using NSCAR-Modified Jurkat T Cells and

CD5-Edited Jurkat T Cells

Naive and CD5-edited Jurkat T cells were transduced with the bicis-
tronic lentiviral vector encoding CD5-NSCAR at MOI 1. After 18–24
h, culture mediumwas replaced with freshmedium and on day 5, flow
cytometry using BD LSRII Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose,
CA) confirmed transduction by both eGFP and CD5-Fc binding.
Transduced cells were cultured with naive or CD5-edited Jurkat
T cells previously labeled with VPD450 at modified to non-modified
ratios of 1:1 and 1:3. Non-modified cells were labeled according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). The cells
were cultured for 14 h at final concentrations of 5 � 105 cells/mL.
Changes in NSCAR expression on modified cells and CD5 expression
on non-modified cells were assessed by flow cytometry.
Cytotoxicity Assay

Cytotoxicity assays were performed on days 12 or 13 of gd T cell
expansion, or on day 6 post-ab T cell transduction. Target cells
were labeled with VPD450 using the manufacturer’s protocol (BD
Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Effector cells remained unstained. Effector
(E) and target (T) cells were mixed in 12� 75 mm FACS tubes at E:T
ratios of 3:1 and 5:1 in a total volume of 250 mL. gd T cell cytotoxicity
assays were incubated for 4 h at 37�C in 5% CO2 and ab T cell cyto-
toxicity assays were incubated for 12 h at 37�C in 5% CO2. Following
incubation, the cells were washed and stained with eFluor 780
(Thermo Fisher Scientific,Waltham,MA). The double positive eFluor
780 and VPD450 cells were assessed using flow cytometry.
Protein Shedding Assay

On day 1 post-transduction, culture medium was changed on gd

T cells and they were cultured for 48 h under standard conditions
as described above. After 48 h, the supernatants were collected and
filtered through a 0.22 micron, low-protein binding polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) filter (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA). Jurkat
T cells or 697 cells were then cultured for 4 h in the filtered gd

T cell supernatants. Conditions involving incubation of Jurkat
T cells and 697 cells in complete RPMI were included. Additional ex-
periments were performed pre-incubating the gd T cell supernatant
with CD5-Fc or CD19-Fc for 30 min prior to using it to culture the
cell lines. Following 4 h, Jurkat T cells and 697 cells were washed to
remove free proteins and stained with anti-CD5 or anti-CD19 anti-
bodies, respectively, for flow cytometry.
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Degranulation Assay

CD19-CAR- and CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells were cultured
with 697 cells in 12 � 75 mm FACS tubes at an E:T ratio of 5:1 in
a total volume of 250 mL and incubated for 12 h at 37�C in 5%
CO2. 697 cells were labeled with VPD450 using the manufacturer’s
protocol prior to co-culture. Following the incubation, cells were
stained for flow cytometry to analyze cell surface expression of
CD107a using antibodies including anti-CD3 BV421, anti-gd TCR
PE, anti-CD107a APC (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), and viability
dye eFluor 780 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).

IFN-g ELISA

CD19-NSCAR-modified gd T cells were cultured with 697 cells as
described above for the degranulation assay. Following the 12-h incu-
bation, cell culture supernatants were collected and stored at �80�C
for 48 h. IFN-g secretion was quantified by ELISA (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical significance was determined using unpaired two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t test and one-way ANOVA. All p values were calculated with
SigmaPlot, version 14.0 (Systat Software, Chicago, IL), and p < 0.05
was considered statistically significant.
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